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========== Celestial icon pack is a collection that will provide you with interesting star-shaped icons for your applications and shortcuts. The icons included in the pack are in png and ico format. You can use these icons to enhance the appearance of your applications. The application is made so that you can quickly send direct messages to other users and handle direct messages that you receive. When
you receive a message, you can read it on the application and respond to it with your own messages or include replies. New features: ========== 1. Direct Message Notification 2. Option to choose the conversation level 3. Have the menu right on top of the notification instead of at the bottom 4. All messages are in one place 5. You can set the notifications to be enabled only when a user is online and to

only be seen by the ones you are friends with. 6. Added search options 7. Message preview (when your phone is unlocked) 8. Performance improvements 9. Fix for the Swipe to the right of the app to remove the notifications 10. User improvements 11. Other minor bugfixes. Changes: ========== 1. Optimized the app for better user experience 2. Swipe to the right to delete all notifications. 3. Swipe
down to edit a conversation. 4. Swipe to the left to remove a notification. 5. A new icon in the notification section. 6. Added new notifications "Already got your messages" and "Your message is hidden". 7. Added new notifications "Unknown user" and "User blocked". 8. Notification now shows the level of messages you have. 9. Option to choose the conversation level now added. 10. Messages are now

separated according to the conversation level. Quiz Results is an app that allows you to keep a track of the answers you have given in a game. It will show the results of the quiz and let you easily store the answers you have given. The application uses the database to save the results. If you are looking for a quiz results application, this is it. The application allows you to convert currency, to do word and
number calculation, and to add dates. Currency conversion is available for 9 currencies (US dollar, Euro, British pound, Canadian dollar, Australian dollar, Mexican peso, Russian ruble, South African rand and Indian rupee) and you can choose the currency
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Celestial icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system simple, exquisite, full of life and elegant. Description: Celestial calendar icon pack. Description: Celestial
calendar icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial calendar icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system simple, exquisite, full of life and elegant. Description: Celestial calendar icon pack. Description:
Celestial calendar icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial calendar icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system simple, exquisite, full of life and elegant. Description: Celestial calendar icon pack.
Description: Celestial calendar icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial calendar icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system simple, exquisite, full of life and elegant. Description: Celestial calendar
icon pack. Description: Celestial calendar icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial calendar icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system simple, exquisite, full of life and elegant. Description: Celestial
calendar icon pack. Description: Celestial calendar icon pack, a new style inspiration to dress your computer. The main themes are the movement of stars, the power of light and the sensation of star gazing. The reason we call it celestial calendar icon pack is that it aims to fill up the user interface with celestial elements, and make the operating system

What's New In Celestial Icon Pack?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Celestial Icon Pack is a set of star-shaped icons. The icons come in PNG and ICO format, so they are very easy to use. These icons are not meant to replace the system icons and can be used to enhance your application's appearance. The package comes with two sets of icons. The first set is optimized for use in Windows Vista or Windows
7. The second set is optimized for use in Windows XP. You can adjust the size and icon's color easily with a simple paint application. » Description: PPS SPFX - It’s a high power icon pack for Windows 8/8.1/Win7 (32/64bit),PPS Icon theme will make your desktop different and beautiful.Download this theme and you will be convinced in a second. » Description: This is a powerful Font Pack of 40,000
professional, vector-based typefaces and rich features like several edge and border variants, drop shadow, rounded and jagged curves and many more. Using SFCS Font Explorer you can install and change font settings via a simple interface. » Description: Get this flat icon pack and feel how beautiful you can make your applications, or use them as desktop themes. » Description: Get your famous
performance. WinRAR is one of the best archiver software which has an option to extract RAR files, ZIP files. This RAR software is lighter than WinRAR and has advance extraction features. WinRAR is a great compression utility and comes with more compression options than WinZip. WinRAR is light weight, efficient, secure and reliable archiving software. » Description: Get your famous
performance. WinRAR is one of the best archiver software which has an option to extract RAR files, ZIP files. This RAR software is lighter than WinRAR and has advance extraction features. WinRAR is a great compression utility and comes with more compression options than WinZip. WinRAR is light weight, efficient, secure and reliable archiving software. » Description: Theme Park Professional is a
theme pack designed to make your desktop look like a theme park. It has over 450 high quality icons, 7 beautifully styled Backgrounds, a variety of wallpapers and wallpape » Description: » Description: Get your famous performance. WinRAR is one of the best archiver software which has an option to extract RAR files, ZIP files. This RAR software is lighter than WinRAR and has advance extraction
features. WinRAR is a great compression utility and comes with more compression options than WinZip. WinRAR is light weight, efficient, secure and reliable archiving software. » Description: » Description: Addictive icons by Admin. The icon theme is about Windows 7 icons and it will
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System Requirements For Celestial Icon Pack:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 Processor: 1.0GHz Dual Core Memory: 1GB RAM Hard Disk: 3GB Free Space Recommended: Processor: 1.5GHz Dual Core Before download and installation, ensure that you have already installed Java 7 on your computer. Java 7 is not a stand alone program, but a plugin that
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